
Now We Must Turn Our Efforts 
Towards Improving Our Roads

and Highways

“There are three Imperial Asphalts for 
road purposes, Imperial Paving Asphalt 
for preparing Hot-Mix Asphalt (Sheet 
Asphalt, Bitulithie, Warrenite, or As
phaltic Concrete), Imperial Asphalt Bind- 

for Penetration Asphalt Macadam and 
Imperial Liquid Asphalts for dust preven
tion and for increasing the traffic-carry
ing capacity of earth, gravel and macadam 
roads.”

“Imperial Asphalts are 
immediately available 
in any quantity.” ers
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“Our own fleet of tank steamers insures 
a steady supply of the finest Mexican As- 
phalt crudes from which Imperial Asphalts 
and Imperial Liquid Asphalts are made.

“ Imperial Asphalts can be quickly deliver
ed to any part of the Dominion. They 
come in tank cars or packages, whichever 
is best suited to your requirements.”

“During the war our whole energies were devoted to peace perial Asphalts are each without a peer for t type o oa
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tial war WOrk‘ tic concrete) made from Imperial Asphalt, cannot be obtained.

“Now that victory has been achieved, our efforts are turned jjot_Mix Asphalt pavements may be laid by home labor. Their 
to urgent matters at home. Road Construction will be resumed. wearing qualifies have earned for them the phrase, ‘ Permanency 
Road Engineers are even now planning the repair and renewal with Economy,’ which is often applied to these pavements.” 
work neglected during the last four years. Municipalities will 
recognize in road and highway construction a practical solu
tion to the problem of providing profitable employment for re
turned soldiers and those released from war-time industries.”

make-shift road oil, but“Imperial Liquid Asphalt is not 
actually a liquid asphalt scientifically refined from pure asphal- 

crude and carefully prepared for the work it is to do. It 
seals earth, gravel and macadam roads against the elements ; 
stops the breaking action of fast-moving vehicles ; makes the

of steel tires and absorb

turn

“Imperial Oil Limited is ready to meet every call. Our facili
ties for production were never better. Our big, modern refinery elastie ‘traffic mat’ to receive the wear 
at Montreal East, which we have recently enlarged, is engaged the shock of heavy loads. Imperial Liquid Asphalt has no
in refining all kinds of Imperial Asphalts in large quantities. ’ ’ objectionable odor and road surfaces on which it is used do not

remain messy and sticky.”“Besides being Canadian-made and easily obtainable, Im-

“Our Engineers and Road Experts are glad to advise or assist in all 
matters of road construction and paving. Their services are free.

WRITE ROAD ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITED
TORONTOImperial Oil Building,
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